ANTAKIRINJA MATU-YANKUNYTJATJARA
ABORIGINAL CORPORATION RNTBC ICN 2932
Contact Person:
Michael Pagsanjan
MPS Law
2/459 Morphett Street
Adelaide SA 5000

APPLICATION FOR ARTWORK COMMISSION
Please fill out the following information to request a commission of artwork from AMYAC and its members.
All requests will be reviewed within three months of receipt of this application. We will endeavor to inform you
of the outcome of your application as soon as practicable.
Please ensure that you provide sufficient details about the nature and purpose of the commissioned artwork
so that the board and/or Committee can fairly evaluate your request and communicate with AMYAC members
accordingly.
Date of application: 25/07/21
Company or Group Requesting Artwork: OZ Minerals
Contact Person: Sam Hedditch- Senior Community Relations Advisor
Contact Number: 0498041841
Email Address: sam.hedditch@ozminerals.com
Physical Address: C/O Prominent Hill ( Delivery to be advised )
Postal Address: as above
(if different to the physical address above)

Date artwork is required by: by September 10th
Details of the commissioned artwork:
We would like an art piece on canvas drawn by an AMY member, one that can have seven unique features/parts
drawn on it that can be digitally rendered into seven unique display panels that can be fastened to the containers.
Some points to note:
•
•
•

•

•

In doing this, the container panels will be visible from a distance so the need for finer detail is not crucial – a
larger symbol of an animal or simpler symbol/ pattern will be fine.
The containers will be positioned within the open pit area, so if there is any sensitivity of depicting a story
or design of some sort within the pit area, please make note of this.
While the painting of the canvas can be done anywhere by the artist before delivery and rendering into
larger panels later, we still wish to share the story of the work and the artist on site, so a visit to site and
recognition will be part of the service.
Owing to the elevated costs of digitally rendering the artwork on panels, we ask that one AMY artist be
commissioned to paint a minimum 1500mm wide canvas at a value of $2500 – this is inclusive of the costs
for materials and canvas for the artist.
Due to the size of the canvas and importance of the symbol, it is advised the sketches and descriptions of
the artwork be made in the expressions of interest if the artwork does not already exist. Also descriptions
are really important to deciding which piece to select so please provide some description of the artwork.

Purpose of the commissioned artwork:
OZ Minerals Prominent Hill is installing a catch fence on the open pit ramp area. The fence will eliminate large rocks
from sliding down the pit wall and landing on the ramp. The catch fence area is installed and positioned on 7x 20ft
(6 metre) shipping containers.
This will protect people and equipment for the continued future of Prominent Hill. In doing this it also speaks to
protecting our people on the area of Prominent Hill, making it safer so they can come home to their families and so
that Prominent Hill can keep producing income that supports communities throughout Australia including AMYAC.

The panels will be visible in the open pit area, though the canvas will be on displayed in the upgraded office area at
Prominent Hill where the artist and AMYAC will gain lasting recognition for their art and connection to country.

Please attach all supporting documentation to your application prior to submission.

Please send completed forms to:
Michael Pagsanjan
MPS Law
2/459 Morphett Street
ADELAIDE SA 5000
Email: info@mpslaw.com.au

